Market

Prototip DOOEL Skopje is one of the most
important construction companies in the Republic
of Macedonia and beyond. The main directions of
this company are: continual investments in future
improvements, ambitious development plans with
permanent introduction of new technologies,
equipment and machines, provision of highly
professional personnel, all with the main goal:
greater productivity, affirmation and fair competition.
The company has successfully survived the
transformation from contractual to market
economy and its rapid growth begins back in the
early 1990s and continues even today, and shows
no signs to stop. This company can fully meet the
strict criteria of investors and designers in all areas
of the construction technique, and involve in the
construction of any type of a building structure, at
any location and time.

The company Prototip DOOEL Skopje has
constructed buildings of various types: administrative
and business buildings, trade and service buildings,
hospitality and tourist buildings, industrial and
commercial buildings, residential, individual, collective,
petrol stations, special purpose and public buildings.
It has constructed buildings on the territory of the
Republic of Macedonia, Serbia, Kosovo, Albania,
Russia and other former Yugoslav republics.

Achievements

The company Prototip DOOEL Skopje has
obtained all types of licenses (A, B, C, D, E), as well
as the certificates ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004
and BS OHSAS 18001:2007.

History

Few are the cases when an assisting company,
established in the past to support the larger

companies, managed to become a strong company
and a real brand.
Such is the case with the company Prototip
DOOEL Skopje. This company was established in
the distant 1977, as a company for installation of
final products.
Three decades later, the company has
performed more final works in the area of steel,
aluminum, glass and luminous advertisements.
In 1993, the company Prototip DOOEL Skopje
opened its own representative office in Sochi – the
Russian Federation, under the cover of which a
number of buildings were built, such as: Sports and
Recreation Complex in Astrahan (capacity of 7000
spectators), the “Vorstadt” Bank in Orenburg
(6500m2), the shopping center “City Plaza” in
Orenburg (10000m2), the Commercial and
entertainment center “Grand river” in Astrahan
(8200m2) and many other.

Product

The company Prototip DOOEL Skopje has wide
range of products which are manufactured or
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obtained by processing of materials of world
recognized brands.
Concerning the aluminum constructions, the
company offers to its clients more types of facades
(structural, half-structural, classical, ventilated, spider),
automatic doors (Dorma) and aluminum fences.
The company also carries out processing of the
following composite panels: Alucobond, Jbond,
Trespa and granite composite panel. These panels
are processed on CNC machine, under particular
dimension. Concerning the PVC joinery, it
manufactures: windows, doors and fixed partitions.
Prototip DOOEL Skopje manufactures: doubleglazing glass, argon filled glass, structural glass, glass
fences and treads, glass partitions (fixed and
winged), soundproof glass, decorative and sanded
glass.
In addition to the abovementioned products, the
company in its new building in Pintija, manufactures
bearing steel structures, antenna towers, tank ends
from F800mm to F3000mm and thick up to 12
mm), horizontal and vertical tanks, carriers, doors
(safety, fireproof, garage), but also tinsmithing such as
roofing works and manufacturing ventilations.
It is interesting that this company holds high
position on the market of luminous advertisements
since 2007.
The plant for luminous advertisement of
Prototip DOOEL Skopje manufactures totems,
pylons, spreaders, city lights and billboards, 3D
plexiglass letters, composite material, inox, shop
windows, advertising booths, signposts, info boards,
traffic signs and other advertising and informational
products.
In Macedonia, especially in Skopje, a great
number of contemporary constructing facade
solutions have been realized, the visual and aesthetic
realization of which is the main indicator of the
experience of this company.
The signature of Prototip DOOEL Skopje is put
on SC Boris Trajkovski, the automobile showrooms
Porsche, Citroen, Renault, PSS, Mi-Da, PeugeotEuroimpex, Mercedes, Honda, the petrol stations of
Makpetrol and Okta, the hotels Karpos, Best
Western, Granit, Inex Gorica, Milenium in Ohrid, the
building Lumix. 145 Sports halls throughout the
Republic of Macedonia are under construction, as
well as the new buildings of the Administrative
Court, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the
administrative building of Deutsche Telekom. The
company is proud of all buildings, however, the latest

and the most important ones that should be
pointed out are the Memorial Center of Todor
Proeski in Krusevo and the Holocaust Memorial
Center for the Jews where lots of new materials
were applied. The company is also proud of the
curved windows of the building Hulk Bank (former
IK Bank) and the crushed glass of the Memorial
House of Mother Teresa.

Recent Developments

In 2007, Prototip DOOEL Skopje extended its
product range with the opening of the plant for
luminous advertisements.
This plant has cutting equipment for PVC foil up
to 1,6m width, equipment for vacuuming plexiglass
and experienced personnel for branding, application
and installation of any type of promotional material.
Emphasis should be also put on our new
building of Prototip DOOEL Skopje for steel
constructions, located in Pintija. The construction
started in October 2009 while the manufacturing in
this building started on 26 January 2011.
This building extends on 31.500m2 area and has
equipment for manufacturing steel constructions,
cutting and welding steel and inox materials in all
procedures.

• successful combination of the modern
architecture and design.
Prototip DOOEL Skopje successfully responds to
any challenge thanks to the long-time investment in
quality human and material resources, therefore
striving to be highly competitive on the Macedonian,
as well as on the European market.
All activities carried out by the company are
coordinated by highly professional personnel, thus
observing the world standards, the energy efficiency
and environment.

www.prototip.com.mk

Promotion

This construction company is proud of its tradition,
existence, tradition and acting during a period of
more than 35 years. For that time, the company has
grown into one of the largest players in the business
area of the Republic of Macedonia and the region.
Prototip DOOEL Skopje builds its success based
on continuous proving of the quality and the
modern design of its buildings as well as through the
communication with the investors and architects.
The company has left behind a number of
representative buildings which can be seen on the
modern and redesigned web site since the end of
2011.

Brand Values

The company Prototip DOOEL Skopje supports its
clients and investors-oriented mission, as well as
their wishes and ideas. With this orientation, the
company supports the following values:
• high quality,
• expertise,
• complete competence,
• aesthetics and

Things you didn't know about...

Prototip DOOEL Skopje
The constructed building “Memorial House Todor
Proeski” was awarded with the greatest award by
AAM for the most successfully realized architectural
solution for 2011.
In 2008, the company had 245 employees, while in
February 2012 their number was 500.
The company extends on 45.500m2 area, from
which 16.800m2 belong to closed production areas.
Since the beginning of 2012, the factory for
galvanization of steel and metal structures for lattice
and steel masts from Kicevo is owned by the
company Prototip DOOEL Skopje. It carries out
manufacturing of: pylons, steel structures, traffic
guardrails, and performing hot galvanization with
length of 12,5m.
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